What our Customers Say about Yosi

“

Pre-Arrival Registration
I have used Yosi for over 1 year and it’s been wonderful. We switched from another check-in product (they are orange), and my patients have been happy and excited to see the iPads in the waiting room. The best part, however
is that the patients can really check-in at home. Their ability to use OCR (optical character recognition) for the driver’s license and insurance cards meaning not only do my billers have a picture of the insurance card and their true
address, it is perfectly put into Athena. My MAs do not have to put in patient’s pharmacy, they already do this. We
actually use the information that the patient puts in prior to the visit. Lastly, it’s customizable. We love it, it’s worth it,
and the founders are great to work with.

Rahul Khare, MD, Founder
Innovative Express Care

rkhare@innovativeexpresscare.com
773-270-5600

“

Integrate with your EMR
The Yosi team is extraordinarily responsive and allowed us to customize every aspect of our patient
engagement, including SMS content, timing of reminders and patient registration forms. They worked
rapidly to establish an interface with our EHR. I really appreciate the level of customization Yosi and their
staff offer. We are enjoying Yosi so far.

Dr. Joshua Merok, M.D.

Michigan Avenue Immediate Care
jmerok@maicoh.org
312-201-1234

“

”

Reduce your No Shows
After more than a month using Yosi our no-show rate has decreased 75% and our confirmation rate is
up to over 60%. We went from having 10 no-shows a week to 0-2. It is saving us thousands of dollars a
day.

Dr. Clifford Bassett, M.D.

Allergy & Asthma Care of New York
cliffbassett1@gmail.com
212-759-8644

“

Ana Couto, MBA, Practice Founder
ana@gothamfootcare.com
212-921-7900

”

See results immediately

Yosi has benefited our practice tremendously in two perspectives. From the patient perspective, it has
simplified the registration process by enabling the patient to enter their information more efficiently. Yosi
has the capabilities of scanning and extracting information from the drivers license and health insurance
card making it a quicker process for the patient. Our patients have express how they found this tedious
task to be more enjoyable for them and view our office as technologically advanced. From the clinic
perspective, Yosi has streamlined costs, time and reduced the amount of data-entry error. Since our
application of Yosi, our cost for paper and toner has significantly been reduced, the time it would take to
scan in the registration paper work has been applied to doing more revenue generating tasks, and since
the patient is entering their own information electronically, data-entry errors are practically non-existent. I
highly recommend Yosi, a cloud based registration and check in solution to others that want to streamline costs and time in the practice setting. The results were effective immediately!!!
Gotham Footcare

”

”
Simplifying Healthcare

